**Safety Tips**

To avoid fire, electrocution or damages to the device, you are kindly requested to pay attention to the following:
- Never leave this device under rain or at humid places or beside any liquid container.
- Don't smash this device or drop it to the ground, avoid any severe shock to the device.
- Please do not use this device in extreme hot, cold, dusty or humid place or surroundings. And special attentions are requested in following places or situations:
  - A dusty and sandy places.
  - Wet area or raining days, beaches and etc.
- If there is any dust or dirt on the lens, please use specific cloth or paper for lens cleaning. We would like to request your kind attention not to leave this device in your pants pocket while seated down, or stuff this device into any fully stuffed bags to avoid any damages to the device.
- In the case of continuous video watching for a long time, we suggest you take off the video glasses every 50 minutes to get a rest. If your eyes or any other part of the body feels uncomfortable, please stop using the product. For users with eye problems or any other body problems, please consult to relevant treatment organization for advices.

**ACCESSORIES**

1. iPod Eyewear
2. Data Port
3. Optical Lens (viewing window)
4. IPD adjust pannel
5. Earphone
6. Eye patch
7. Carry bag
8. User manual

**FEATURE**

1. 8.4" jumbo size virtual screen.
2. High quality stereo sound true dynamic theatre enjoyment.
3. Auto power supply from iPod/iPhone/iPad and serve as a private mobile display, support 30-pin iPod/iPhone/iPad.
4. Amazing theater experience, exclusive fun for some private content.
5. Auto power supply from iPod/iPhone/iPad and serve as a private mobile display, support 30-pin iPod/iPhone/iPad.

**POWER SUPPLY**

- Auto powered by iPod/iPhone/iPad products and low power consumption can support your using when your Apple product is full of power.
- Display FLCS0(Ezon) Micro
- Resolution: 432*240
- Levels: 256
- Power consumption: 3.7V, 160mA
- Working hours: 4hours
- Screen size: 84 inch (2a way)
- Sound: Full stereo
- Size: 21*21*43mm
- Weight: 45g
- In position distance: 62mm - 68mm
- Adjustable

**OPERATION**

1. Turn on your Apple device and select one video to play. Some old version needs hard setup for TV-out.
2. Make sure the device is successfully connected with your data cable.
3. Put on the video glasses and adjust the headset to the right position.
4. Use eye patch if needed.
5. Adjust the nose clip to seat the glasses comfortably on your nose.
6. Adjust the IPD panel to avoid double images and shade image.
7. Take off your device and pull out the USB cable when you want to exit.

**TROUBLE SHOOTING**

- **Symptom**
  - Apple device out of power
  - Apple device does not play video
- **Solution**
  - Recharge
  - Play video when Apple device is charged.